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a word  from editor-in-chief

october 08, that marked the 87th anniversary of the 
Indian Air Force (IAF), was a momentous occasion and of spe-
cial significance as the first Rafale combat jet procured from 
Dassault Aviation, was formally handed over to the IAF. The air-
craft was take over by the Minister of Defence, Rajnath Singh in 
a ceremony at Dassault’s facility in Merignac, France.

Minister Rajnath Singh performed the traditional “Shas-
tra Puja” on the new aircraft before he took off with a French 
test pilot in the newly acquired two-seater fighter jet. The 
Minister described the sortie in the Rafale jet as “a mem-
orable and once in a lifetime experience”. This issue of  
SP’s Aviation carries a report on the event by Vishal Thapar 
of SP Guide Publications.

This issue of the magazine also carries a brief interview by 
the undersigned of the newly appointed Chief of the Air Staff, 
Air Chief Marshal R.K.S. Bhadauria in which he focuses on the 
challenges before the IAF and its modernisation plans.

The year 2019 marks the completion of a 50-year long jour-
ney by the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). Estab-
lished in 1969, in the last five decades, ISRO has grown sub-
stantially and has made significant contribution in the domain 
of space technology that makes the nation stand tall amongst 
the space faring nations of the world today. In this issue of 
SP’s Aviation, Ayushee Chaudhary has a comprehensive and 
in-depth report on the programmes undertaken by this state-
owned scientific organisation, its glorious history, dedication, 
determination and achievements.

Another success in space was the 50 years of Moon land-
ing and the event was commemorated by the Business Aviation 
community with a mission to fly a Qatar Executive’s Gulfstream 
G650ER business jet round the world. The mission called ‘One 
More Orbit’ was organised by Captain Hamish Harding, Chair-
man Action Aviation who was the Mission Director and one of 
the two pilots on board. An interview conducted by Ayushee 

Chaudhary with Captain Harding related to the ‘One More 
Orbit’ mission has been included in this issue of SP’s Aviation.

The ‘One More Orbit’ mission was of particular interest to 
Gulfstream Aerospace, the leading producer of business jets in 
the world. In an interview with SP’s Aviation in this issue of 
the magazine, Nicolas Robinson, Regional Vice President Inter-
national Sales, Gulfstream said that “the company was excited 
about One More Orbit’s mission and not at all surprised to see 
the aircraft do what it set out to do”.

The biggest global business aviation event is the NBAA’s 
Business Aviation Convention and Exhibition which was held 
from October 22 to 24 this year in Las Vegas. The event brought 
together key aviation contacts from around the world, includ-
ing current and prospective business aircraft owners, manu-
facturers and customers into one meeting place for three days 
discovering the latest innovations, exploring the best aircraft in 
the industry and learning about the future of air transport. A 
detailed report of the event is a part of this issue of SP’s Aviation.

All this and more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. Welcome 
aboard and we wish you many happy landings!

Jai Hind!

Jayant Baranwal 

Publisher & editor-in-Chief

Follow us onOwned, published and printed by Jayant Baranwal, printed at Kala Jyothi Process Pvt Ltd and published at 
A-133, Arjun Nagar (Opposite Defence Colony), New Delhi 110003, India. All rights reserved. No part of this 
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, 
photocopying, recording, electronic, or otherwise without prior written permission of the Publishers. @SPsAviation SPPublications

October 8, this year, witnessed the 
first Rafale getting handed over 

for induction into the IAF. Rajnath 
Singh, the Defence Minister 

received the handover personally. 
He remained in the forefront of 

the occasion representing India’s 
customary traditions with great 

resolve.
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Space  ISRO

Indian space 
programme that began 
with small steps taken 
on bicycle and bullock 
cart five decades ago, 

is among the finest 
space administration 

in the world today with 
the ‘Bahubali’ launch 

vehicle and much more 
to its credit

50 YEARS  
OF  
DEVOTED 
TRIALS
By Ayushee ChAudhAry

Born with the vision to harness space technology  
for national development, while pursuing space science 
research and planetary exploration, India’s thriving space 
organisation is a story of determination, dedicated attempts 
and a true passion for the subject. It is probably these pillars 
of strength that have allowed this Government of India’s space 
agency to stand tall on a global scale as well as among the 
most successful government institution of the nation. Estab-
lished in 1969, the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) 
has contributed to science, space, technology, innovation and 
the nation alike in its 50 years of journey.

With its various research centres and autonomous insti-
tutions for remote sensing, astronomy, and astrophysics, 
atmospheric sciences and space sciences in general function 
under the aegis of Department of Space, ISRO has significantly 
strengthened the capability of the nation in technical and scien-
tific fields. ISRO’s own Lunar and interplanetary missions along 

with other scientific projects provide valuable data to the scien-
tific community as much as it encourages and promotes science 
education through the several missions it undertakes.

The advent of space research activities in India dates back 
to the early 1960s. The founding father of the Indian space 
programme, Dr. Vikram Sarabhai had very early on recognised 
the benefits of space technologies for India be it the commu-
nication satellites to exploring the earth’s lower orbits. Even 
before ISRO came into being, space research through instru-
ments above Earth’s atmosphere and into space was being car-
ried out by the Physical Research Laboratory (PRL), with Dr. 
Sarabhai as its director. The very first rocket was launched on 
November 23, 1963, from Thumba Equatorial Rocket Launch-
ing Station (TERLS), Trivandrum which was then created as a 
rocket launching facility for upper atmospheric research. The 
rocket was a Nike-Apache Rocket provided by US under NASA-
INCOSPAR collaboration. It was through INCOSPAR (Indian Ph
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National Committee On Space Research), set up in 1962, that 
the rockets were then obtained under US Aid. ISRO came about 
in 1969 as INCOSPAR’s supplementary.

Since its inception, the space programme in India has had 
three explicit elements:
•	 Satellites	for	communication	and	remote	sensing
•	 The	space	transportation	system	
•	 Application	programmes

FATHER OF INDIA’S SPACE PROGRAMME
Padma Bhushan Dr. Vikram Ambalal Sarabhai was the Indian 
scientist, physicist, and astronomer who envisioned India’s 
space programme and laid the stone for space exploration in the 
country. Dr Sarabhai was convinced that the resources in space 
have the ability to address the real problems of man and society. 
As Director of PRL, Dr Sarabhai brought 
together able scientists, anthropologists, 
communicators and social scientists 
from all over the country to initiate the 
Indian space programme.

Having identified the role and 
importance of space technology in a 
nation’s development, Dr Sarabhai gave 
ISRO the direction it needed to function 
as an agent of that development to pro-
vide space-based services to the nation.

ISRO’s golden jubilee year also 
marks the centenary of Dr. Sarabhai 
which was marked and celebrated 
by ISRO over a year through various 
events.

The present ISRO chief, K. Sivan also stated, “Sarabhai’s 
initial vision that space science and technology must be used 
for the benefit of the common man has been the guiding force 
for ISRO. And, all our programmes were centred around this 
vision, which led to several applications. While all these years 
were phase one of ISRO, now we are in phase two. That said, we 
still have the common man as our main focus, just like Sarab-
hai. Now, the problems of the common man have changed and 
they will change further. The problems of the future will be 
water and energy scarcity, and so on, and with our current 
explorations, we hope to find solutions for such problems.”

FROM BullOCk CART TO BAHuBAlI ROCkET
Where ISRO has reached today is the result of gradual evolu-
tion. Five decades down the line, we do see huge launch centre 

in Sriharikota and rocket launchers like 
GSLV Mk-III, which has been referred 
to as the Fat Boy by some ISRO scien-
tists (also called Bahubali), which was 
recently used to launch Chandrayaan-2 
but infrastructural convenience was not 
always available when it started. The 
rocket science history in India began 
with baby steps taken on a bicycle and 
a bullock cart.

What we see today as the well-
known Vikram Sarabhai Space Cen-
tre was originally a Catholic Church. 
Located on Earth’s magnetic equator, 
St. Mary Magdalene Church in the 
fishing village of Thumba in Thiruva-

50 yearS of iSro: a Story of Science, Space, technology & innovation

1969
Indian Space 
research 
organisation (ISro) 
formed under 
Department of 
atomic Energy. 

2019
on 22 July, 2019, 
India’s second 
moon mission 
‘Chandrayaan-2’ 
launched

1975
ISro built India’s 
first satellite, 
aryabhata, which 
was launched by the 
Soviet Union.

2019
anti-satellite 
(a-Sat) weapons, 
Mission Shakti, a 
joint programme 
of DrDo and ISro 
launched

1980
rohini became the 
first satellite to be 
placed into orbit 
by an Indian-made 
launch vehicle, 
SLV-3.

2018
ISro successfully 
launched gSat-
29 satellite from 
Sriharikota, the 
heaviest satellite 
weighing at  
3,423 kg.

1992
augmented Satellite 
Launch Vehicle 
(aSLV) and Insat - 
2a were launched 
by ISro.

2017
ISro launched 104 
satellites in a single 
rocket (PSLV-C37), a 
world record. ISro 
also launched its 
heaviest rocket, 
gSLV-Mk III.

2008
ISro sent an 
unmanned 
lunar orbiter, 
Chandrayaan-1, into 
orbit.

2013
India launched Mars 
orbiter Mission 
(MoM) in 2013. It 
enters the mars orbit 
in 2014.

From the modest 
inception  the Indian 

space agency had 
fifty years ago, it has 
come a long way to 
put the country  on 

the global map in the 
space sector
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nanthapuram, Kerala aroused Dr Sarabhai’s interest. Earth’s 
magnetic equator is an imaginary line defined as the line 
around the earth where the magnetic field is horizontal or 
parallel to the earth’s surface. In the early stages of India’s 
space programme, the church also served as the main office 
for scientists. It has been preserved and houses an impres-
sive space museum. As ISRO states this church is certainly the 
Mecca of Rocket science in India.

While the location was decided to ignite the nation’s space 
programme, the adequate infrastructure necessary for it was 
still not available but that did not stop the perseverance of 
these space entrepreneurs. Prior to its full-grown installation, 
any space programme takes the petite footsteps of launch-
ing the sounding rockets or the first rockets as they are also 
referred to. Back then, to take these initial steps also, India’s 
space programme lacked the basic transportation that was 
required to transport the rocket parts and payloads to the 
launch station. These parts were then carried on a bicycle to 
the launch pad and in such diffident setup, India executed its 
first launch with a Nike-Apache rocket which was supplied 
by NASA on November 21, 1963, five years before ISRO was 
established.

Even after ISRO came into existence, situations did not 
build overnight. Up until 1981, when 
the Indian space scientists were getting 
ready to launch the first communica-
tion satellite APPLE (Ariane Passenger 
PayLoad Experiment) from Kourou, 
French Guiana on June 19 and APPLE 
was placed on a bullock cart to pro-
vide a non-magnetic environment and 
carry out the antenna test in an open 
field. Nevertheless, this marked a sig-
nificant milestone in India’s space pro-
gramme as APPLE laid the foundation 
for indigenous development of opera-
tional communication satellites which 
grew into a very large constellation of 
satellites in INSAT (Indian National 
Satellite) and GSAT (Geosynchronous 
Satellite) series.

CHRONOlOGy OF SOME INITIAl STRIDES
•	 Before	diving	into	a	full-fledged	satellite	system,	a	TV	pro-

gramme on agricultural information to farmers was done to 
prove the efficacy of television medium for national develop-
ment.

•	 After	a	good	response	to	that,	the	next	logical	step	was	taken	
with the Satellite Instructional Television Experiment (SITE), 
which was acclaimed as ‘the largest sociological experiment 
in the world’ during 1975-76.

•	 In	1975,	the	first	Indian	spacecraft	‘Aryabhata’	was	devel-
oped and launched using a Soviet Launcher.

•	 Focusing	 on	 telecommunications,	 the	 Satellite	 Telecom-
munication Experiments Project (STEP), a joint project of 
ISRO-and Post and Telegraphs Department (P&T) using the 
Franco-German Symphonie satellite during 1977-79, fol-
lowed SITE.

•	 A	landmark	development	came	about	with	the	first	launch	
vehicle SLV-3 with a capability to place 40 kg in Low Earth 
Orbit (LEO) had its first successful flight in 1980.

•	 SITE	 was	 also	 followed	 by	 the	 ‘Kheda	 Communications	
Project (KCP)’, a field laboratory for need-based and locale 
specific programme transmission. KCP was awarded the 

UNESCO-IPDC (International Programme for the Develop-
ment of Communication) award for rural communication 
efficiency in 1984.

•	 The	 1980s	 were	 an	 experimental	 phase.	 Bhaskara-I	 and	
II missions, launched in 1979 and 1981 respectively were 
trailblazers in the remote sensing area while APPLE in 1981 
became the forerunner for future communication satellite 
system.

•	 Development	 of	 the	 complex	Augmented	 Satellite	 Launch	
Vehicle (ASLV) that took its first flight in 1987, also show-
cased advanced technologies surfacing the way for learn-
ing many nuances of the launch vehicle design for complex 
missions, leading the way for launch vehicles such as PSLV 
(Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle) and GSLV (Geosynchronous 
Satellite Launch Vehicle) in the 90s that stands tall even in 
present-day missions.

•	 Then	came	the	operational	phase	in	the	1990s.	Under	two	
broad classes, crucial space infrastructure was conceived: 
one for the communication, broadcasting, and meteorology 
through a multi-purpose Indian National Satellite System 
(INSAT), and the other for Indian Remote Sensing Satellite 
(IRS) system.

50 yEARS DOwN THE lINE
From the modest inception that the 
Indian space agency had fifty years 
ago, it has come a long way to put the 
country’s name on the global map in the 
space sector and be among the six larg-
est space agencies in the world. From 
launching communications and naviga-
tion satellites to taking up inter-plane-
tary missions, ISRO has had an evolu-
tionary journey. From beginning as an 
agency majorly dependent on foreign 
aid to build and even launch satellites 
to becoming the one that not only is 
self-sustainable but is also collaborat-
ing with many other countries certainly 
demonstrates the growth graph of ISRO 
despite certain hindrances and lack of 
facilities or funds.

ISRO today has 105 spacecraft missions, 75 launch mis-
sions, two re-entry missions, nine student satellites, and 269 
foreign satellites from 32 countries to its credit. Headquartered 
in Bengaluru, Karnataka, today ISRO has its centres all across 
the nation.

ISRO maintains one of the largest fleet of communication 
satellites (INSAT) and remote sensing (IRS) satellites.

ISRO is also instrumental in developing and delivering 
application-specific satellite products and tools for the nation: 
broadcasts, communications, weather forecasts, disaster man-
agement tools, Geographic Information Systems, cartography, 
navigation, telemedicine, dedicated distance education satel-
lites being some of them.

Having launched such a vast number of satellites serv-
ing various purposes and missions like Mars Orbiter Mission 
(MOM), Chandrayaan and many more interesting upcoming 
missions, ISRO is only moving forward and upward.

ISRO’s odyssey over these five decades has not been a 
smooth one, it has had its fair share of misfires and rough 
patches as well but directed by its mission and the passion, 
it has always continued its efforts and attempts to every time 
come back better, taking even failures in its stride. SP

ISRO today has 105 
spacecraft missions, 
75 launch missions, 
2 re-entry missions, 
9 student satellites, 

and 269 foreign 
satellites from 32 

countries to its credit
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With five years to Mangalyaan, the launch of Chandrayaan-2, 
initiation of NETRA and much more, the 50th year of ISRO has 
been a vital year in the space agency’s journey

ISRO AT ITS PInnAcLE DuRIng 
ITS gOLDEn JubILEE YEAR

india’s space agency has been a symbol of constant 
perseverance followed by growth through its many space sci-
entific undertakings. Every year, the Indian Space Research 
Organisation (ISRO) has tried to expand the limits of its own 
space expeditions. While the space agency did not go all out 
in celebrating the 50 years of its establishment that was com-
pleted on August 15, 2019, it did commemorate the occasion 
in its own manner. ISRO might have not had the highest cel-
ebratory messages all over the internet about its five decades, 
but it had a discrete spree through various significant missions 
and accomplishments that took place for the space agency in its 
50th year of coming into existence.

Here are some of the noteworthy feats that ISRO added to its 
hat in its golden jubilee year:

Five years of MOM: Mangalyaan or the Mars Orbiter Mis-
sion of ISRO finished five years of orbiting the red planet, Mars, 
in September this year. The Mangalyaan mission was initially 
expected to last only about six months but has surpassed that 
way back and is likely to continue orbiting Mars for some more 
time. Launched in November 2013 and placed into Mars’ orbit 
in September 2014, MOM made India the first nation to be suc-
cessful to orbit the red planet in its first attempt. MOM was 
also India’s first interplanetary undertaking. In these five years, 
MOM has provided ISRO with a Martian Atlas based on the 
images provided by the orbiter and thousands of other signifi-
cant pictures of the red planet and even its moons. Mangaly-
aan’s success was also stated to be cheaper than even the Hol-
lywood movie “Gravity” and much cheaper than NASA’s Maven 
Orbiter. The Maven Orbiter was similar to India’s Mars mission.

Mission Shakti: A joint venture between ISRO and the 
Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), Mis-
sion Shakti propelled India into an elite league of countries with 
anti-satellite (A-SAT). PM Modi announced the success of the 
space defence mission programme in March this year when he 
declared that India has shot down a low-orbit earth satellite at 
a height of 300 km from the earth’s surface.

The entire Mission Shakti operation took only about three 
minutes. The US, Russia, and China already have the A-SAT 
technology. Launched from the Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Island 
launch complex, the test India’s capability to interdict and inter-
cept a satellite in outer space-based on complete indigenous 
technology. The test needed extreme precision and advanced 
technical ability.

EMISAT launch: The first electronic surveillance satellite 
(EMISAT) was put into a 748 km sun-synchronous polar orbit 
in April this year. ISRO’s PSLV (Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle), 
which took its 47th flight, also carried 28 other nano satel-
lites from foreign customers along with EMISAT in the mission 

among which were satellites belonging to the US, Lithuania, 
Spain, and Switzerland. This first three-orbit mission was also 
the first one to place solar panels in rocket fourth stage (PS4). 
Using the multiple-burn technology, the PS4 initiated four times 
during the mission, this allows the rocket to pursue to the next 
orbit with payloads. This was even one of the longest missions 
of PSLV around the Earth.

Chandrayaan-2: On the afternoon of July 22, a Geosyn-
chronous Satellite Launch Vehicle Mark III (GSLV Mk-III) rocket 
lifted off from the Satish Dhawan Space Centre (SDSC) in Sri-
harikota carrying India’s ambitious mission to the moon, Chan-
drayaan-2. This is India’s second mission to the moon

The Chandrayaan-2 lander, Vikram had attempted to soft-
land on the South Polar region (the unexplored lunar area) of 
the moon in the wee hours of September 7. However, after com-
pleting all complex maneuvers and velocity variations success-
fully, Vikram lost connection with the mission control centre just 
minutes before its planned landing leaving the space agency 
and the nation disappointed. Regardless of the apparent hard 
landing, the mission remains one of the most ambitious mis-
sions of ISRO and is being looked at a 98 per cent success.

NSIL: NewSpace India Limited (NSIL), the commercial arm 
of ISRO, was officially inaugurated in Bengaluru in May. Union 
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman had also talked about 
NSIL’s role in her maiden Budget Speech. Formed with the objec-
tive to raise up industry participation, NSIL was inaugurated by 
ISRO adviser, Dr K. Kasturirangan in the presence of Chairman 
Dr K. Sivan. However, the Union Government had already set up 
NSIL, a wholly-owned Government of India undertaking/ Central 
Public Sector Enterprise (CPSE), under the administrative control 
of the Department of Space (DOS) on March 6, 2019, to commer-
cially exploit the research and development work of ISRO Centres 
and constituent units of DOS The emergence of NSIL is expected 
to spur the growth of Indian industries in the space sector and 
enable them to scale up manufacturing and production base.

NETRA: ISRO also quietly initiated the Project NETRA (Net-
work for space object Tracking and Analysis) in September 
while the attention was still around Chandrayaan-2. NETRA is 
an early warning system in space to detect debris and other 
hazards to Indian satellites. NETRA’s eventual goal is to capture 
the GEO, or geostationary orbit, the scene at 36,000 km where 
communication satellites operate. When positioned, NETRA 
will make the nation self-capable of space situational aware-
ness (SSA). Under NETRA, the Indian space agency also plans 
to place several observational facilities like connected radars, 
telescopes, data processing units, and a control centre. SP
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further on from here, iSro aims to conduct more 
advanced and challenging missions and explore the deepest space 
secrets. ISRO has also been critical in giving the nation a strong 
global stance.

Some of the exciting missions and journey that ISRO will be 
apparently taking up in the near future, include:

NISAR: The first satellite with a dual-frequency radar imag-
ing system, NISAR (NASA-ISRO Synthetic Aperture Radar) is 
likely to be one of the most expensive Earth-observation satel-
lite ever constructed. To be launched on a GSLA Mk II rocket, 
NISAR is planned for a 2021 launch and be positioned in a Sun-
synchronous orbit to provide constant power to its solar panels.

ADITYA: ISRO is also supposed to be planning India’s first 
dedicated scientific mission. Aditya-1, to study the centre of our 
solar system, the Sun. Expected for a 2020 launch onboard a 
PSLV-XL rocket, the mission will examine the surface of the Sun 
and its atmosphere, positioned in the first Lagrangian point (L1) 
between the Sun and Earth, where the dynamic gravitational 
attraction between both these astronomical bodies roughly can-
cels out. A class space telescope weighing 400 kg is expected to 
be inserted into a halo orbit 1.5 million km from the Earth to 
study the three layers of the sun — photosphere, chromosphere 
and corona, the outer atmosphere of the sun.

GAGANYAAN: In 2021, India’s is planning to conduct its first 
human space flight mission where three Indian astronauts shall 
fly into space. The Gaganyaan mission comes about four decades 
after Rakesh Sharma made his debut journey in 1984 in a Rus-
sian rocket. For Gaganyaan as well, the Russian are aiding India 
in making the spacesuits and in training the astronauts about 
living in a space capsule for the week-long mission. A Geosyn-
chronous Satellite Launch Vehicle Mk-3, an upgraded version of 
the rocket that launched the Chandrayaan-2 mission will fly the 
astronauts to space. The astronauts will be chosen from among 
the fighter pilots selected from the Indian Air Force. In his Inde-
pendence Day speech on August 15, 2018, Prime Minister Naren-
dra Modi announced of India’s first Human Space flight, Gagan-
yaan as an important milestone in the Indian Space Programme.

X-RAY POLARIMETER SATELLITE: Being built to measure 
the degree and direction of X-Ray photons from as many as 50 
potential celestial sources, the X-Ray Polarimeter Satellite is 
expected to be launched in the year 2021 in the circular lower 
Earth orbit around 500-7—km above the Earth. The instruments 
to be built by the Raman Research Institute shall comprise the 
satellite and gather data to aid in understanding the composi-
tion, density, and temperature of distant celestial instruments.

MISSION VENUS: The Indian Space agency also has a mis-
sion to the “twin sister” of our home planet on its cards by 2023. 
The Earth shares similarities to its neighbor planet, Venus, when 

it comes to size, mass, density, bulk composition, and gravity. 
ISRO plans to fly a spacecraft around 400km over Venus to carry 
out research and understand the formation and atmosphere of 
the planet as well as its engagement with the solar wind.

ANOTHER MOON MISSION: Even when the hopes to 
explore the moon’s South Polar Region seems to have been lost 
with Chandrayaan-2, ISRO will not give up on Earth’s natural 
satellite and might return to it as early as a year or two. ISRO is 
also reportedly planning a joint mission to the lunar South Pole 
with Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency by 2023. The mis-
sion plans to land a rover and carry out scientific experiments 
on the surface and explore the existence of water. ISRO is likely 
to build a lander for the mission, while JAPAN is likely to supply 
the rocket and the rover.

MANGALYAAN-2: With the successful accomplishment of 
ISRO’s first mission to the mars through Mars Orbiter Mission 
(MOM) or Mangalyaan, a follow-up mission to the red planet is 
expected to come through by 2024. It has been five years since 
Mangalyaan has been going around Mars and has been provid-
ing some significant images and information about the planet 
as well as its moons. With Mangalyaan-2, the space agency 
aims to explore and examine Mars deeply and develop a better 
understanding of the red planet’s evolution.

ASTROSAT-2: Launched in 2015, ASTROSAT was India’s 
first dedicated multi-wavelength space observatory, with the 
mission to endeavor for a more detailed understanding of the 
universe. ASTROSAT uniquely enables the simultaneous multi-
wavelength observations of various astronomical objects with a 
single satellite. It has been observing the universe in the optical, 
ultraviolet, low and high energy X-ray regions of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. ISRO is now reportedly planning for a sec-
ond such observatory in space with the ASTROSAT-2 by 2025.

SPACE STATION: Among the most ambitious of its plan, 
ISRO is planning to set up its own space station in the coming 
few years, probably around 2025 which will help astronauts 
to stay in space for a longer duration and carry out more sub-
stantial experiments. ISRO chief, Dr. K. Sivan demonstrated the 
space station as an extension to the Gaganyaan mission. The 
station would be a small module to conduct microgravity exper-
iments, the chief had informed earlier.

With some of the above mentioned and many more constant 
experiments in store for the future, ISRO is sure to continue space 
applications programmes including disaster management sup-
port and outreach through Direct-To-Home television, and space 
expedition to showcase the increasing role played by the Indian 
space systems in providing direct benefits to the society. SP

—By Ayushee Chaudhary

With missions planned to explore not just the neighbouring 
planets of the Earth or its natural satellite but also the centre 
of our solar system, the sun as well as a space station and 
much more, ISRO’s space expedition knows no end.

uPcOmIng ISRO mISSIOnS 
TO LOOk uP TO
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the man 
@ work

Rajnath Singh has taken political ownership of the Ministry of Defence like few of his 
predecessors did; such factor was on full display during the handover ceremony of Rafale in 

France on October 8, where he led the Indian contingent from the front.

By Vishal Thapar
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Defence Minister rajnath 
singh aDDressing the 

gathering at the Dassault 
asseMbly line facility in 

Mérignac, france. the first 
rafale, which stooD against 

the inDian tricolour was 
hanDeD over to inDia in a 

brief cereMony.
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It’s been less than five months since Rajnath Singh 
took over as India’s Defence Minister. But from Day One, he has 
taken steps which coherently convey the direction and empha-
sis of his Ministership.

His first step, the day after he took over political leader-
ship of one of the largest militaries of the world, was to visit 
Siachen, the world’s highest battle-
field, where the continuous deploy-
ment of the Indian Army since 1984 
has become a symbol both of India’s 
resolve, and also the supreme effort 
made by soldiers to uphold India’s sov-
ereignty against all odds.

The message of the Siachen visit at 
the start of his tenure was that those 
who occupy the highest office in the 
land stood by the foot soldier. Rajnath 
Singh is not the first Defence Minister 
to visit Siachen to show support for val-
iant efforts to defend India in the most 
inhospitable conditions. What sets him 
apart is the open declaration of inten-
tion to give a free hand to the military to 
respond to security challenges. This puts 
him in perfect alignment with Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi’s instinct to use 
hard power when pushed into a corner.

After his Siachen visit, Rajnath Singh made his next splash 
with the public declaration that India’s Nuclear Weapons Policy 
of No First Use was not cast in stone. Seen in the context of the 
frequent nuclear sabre rattling by Pakistan in order to firewall 
itself from conventional military retaliation by India for openly 
waging a proxy war in Kashmir, this was an important statement 

that India would not be deterred by tra-
ditional positions and postures nor held 
back by nuclear blackmail. More impor-
tantly, it conveyed an end to India’s cul-
ture of hesitation in wielding its most 
destructive weapons and its willingness 
to use these in a situation which threat-
ened its survival.

 All this is enabled by the Modi 
approach but Rajnath Singh’s Defence 
Ministership also marks the main-
streaming of military power in Indian 
political discourse. Earlier, the initia-
tive for the use of military matters in 
political appeals was restricted to the 
level of Prime Ministers, as in the case 
of Indira Gandhi, Atal Bihari Vajpayee 
and Narendra Modi himself post the 
paradign shifting cross-border air 
strike at Balakot in Pakistan in the run 
up to general elections in May this year.

At the Rafale 
induction ceremony 

in France, the 
Defence Minister 

Rajnath Singh 
personally 

performing shastra 
puja on the IAF’s first 
Rafale fighter could 
be one of the most 
defining images of 

his ministership

Defence Minister rajnath singh PerforMing a ‘shastra Puja’ on rafale aircraft in france. Dr ajay kuMar, Defence secretary anD  
P.v. rao, a long-establisheD naMe with Dassault rePresenting their business in inDia, are also seen in the PhotograPh.
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The Defence Minister has very vis-
ibly campaigned for his party ahead 
of the elections in Haryana, which has 
a sizeable military constituency. It is 
rare for an Indian Defence Minister to 
campaign on military issues in a state 
assembly election. He has done so as 
the man who provides political supervi-
sion and oversight to the armed forces 
under a Government which promises, 
in the pursuit of national interest, not to 
hold its military back. Reports suggest 
that this has found deep resonance in a 
state which is a big troop contributor.

The big frustration among the mili-
tary constituency was that India was 
a nuclear power, forever on a bended 
knee, reluctant or even unwilling to use 
its considerable military might against 
adversaries. The Modi Government 
has sought to change that impression 
of helplessness, and Rajnath Singh 
becomes a symbol of the new asser-
tiveness. The centrepiece of Singh’s 
electioneering in Haryana has been the 
revocation of Article 370 from Jammu 
and Kashmir, which is being commu-

nicated as India’s boldest and most 
decisive step to end the armed conflict 
which has bled India for decades.

The other big signal from Singh 
is that the ‘Make in India’ agenda for 
Defence will not be mere tokenism any-
more, and he has staked his political 
capital to force a change in approach. 
He has repeatedly articulated the 
resolve for India to establish a credible 
Defence Industrial complex in order to 
produce the weapons that it wields.

Rajnath Singh chose to make a big 
statement by flying in the indigenous 
Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas. Singh’s 
support for the Tejas – in-the-making 
since 1983 and seen as an unconvincing 
vector by the IAF which has shown pref-
erence for proven imported equipment 
so far – signals a political directive to the 
armed forces to fall in line with the ‘Make 
in India’ agenda. 

The new IAF Chief, Air Chief Mar-
shal R.K.S. Bhadauria has taken the cue 
from the political leadership, shedding 
all earlier reluctance of his Force for the 
Tejas. The new IAF brass has whole-

Defence Minister in the cockPit of rafale before a sortie. the Minister flew  in the rafale aircraft after the hanDing over cereMony.

The other big signal 
from Singh is that 
the ‘Make in India’ 

agenda for Defence 
will not be mere 

tokenism anymore, 
and he has staked 
his political capital 
to force a change in 
approach. He has 

repeatedly articulated 
the resolve for India 

to establish a credible 
Defence Industrial 
complex in order to 

produce the weapons 
that it wields
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heartedly embraced the Tejas and the concept of the futuristic 
Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA), conveying that it 
will look at imported options only if India’s domestic aeronauti-
cal complex fails to deliver on time. 

Other military leaders have echoed the IAF Chief. Address-
ing the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) 
last week, Army Chief General Bipin Rawat said the forces would 
fight and win the next war with Made in India weapons. His Vice-
Chief, Lt General M.M. Naravane emphasised in two public state-
ments in October that the Army would not insist on indigenously 
developed equipment to be perfect at the outset, and instead 
show patience for the desired improvements and capabilities 
to be incorporated in later variants, and hand hold Industry 
through the trials and tribulations of the developmental effort.

At several interactive events with Industry recently, the 
Ministry of Defence has conveyed unprecedented openness and 
expressed keenness to treat Industry not as mere vendors but 
as development partners.

Rajnath Singh has taken political ownership of the ‘Make in 
India’ agenda for Defence and the arming up of its forces to meet 
military challenges and threats. He’s put personal political capital 
in organising the 2020 edition of Defexpo, India’s premier exhibi-
tion for Land, Naval systems and Internal Security in his home 
constituency, Lucknow, and providing the stimulus for the devel-
opment of the Defence Industrial Corridor in Uttar Pradesh as a 
‘Make in India’ symbol. Defexpo provides a platform for decision 

makers in the Government to interact with the top honchos of the 
world’s leading defence equipment manufacturers.

But even in his embrace of ‘Make in India’, Rajnath Singh has 
indicated that he will not treat it as dogma. He has lent full sup-
port to the import of weapons and equipment deemed as a critical 
operational necessity by the armed forces. The focus on his pres-
ence in France at the induction ceremony of the first of the 36 
Rafale fighter aircraft was a message that India’s Defence procure-
ment strategy will continue to be pragmatic. As Modi’s representa-
tive, Rajnath Singh has assumed the role of the political symbol of 
the arming up of India.

He has also given full support to the armed forces to make 
emergency procurements of smart weapons, ammunition and 
spares to fill capability voids which showed up post the Balakot 
confrontation with Pakistan.

At the Rafale induction ceremony in France, the Defence 
Minister also served notice that the armed forces would 
unapologetically uphold Indian traditions and customs while 
defending national interest. Rajnath Singh personally per-
forming shastra puja on the IAF’s first Rafale fighter could 
be one of the most defining images of his ministership. The 
choice to induct the Rafale as a powerful weapon in the 
defence of India on the day of Dussehra – the festival symbol-
ising the victory of good over evil – was a reflection of the new 
culture and attitude in the political management of India’s 
powerful armed forces. SP

(toP) Defence Minister rajnath singh with french Minister of the arMeD forces florence Parly; Defence Minister with french Minister 
of the arMeD forces anD ceo of Dassault aviation éric traPPier at the cereMony; (above) éric traPPier anD P.v. rao, DePuty Delegate at 

Dassault international in inDia with the Defence Minister; the Defence Minister after the sortie in the newly inDucteD rafale aircraft.
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“Modernisation is 
an ongoing process 
of developing 
technology 
and enhancing 
capabilities”

Air Chief Marshal R.K.S. Bhadauria, Chief of the Air Staff, spoke briefly to Jayant Baranwal, 
Editor-in-Chief, SP’s Aviation about the role, capability and modernisation of IAF. 

SP’s Aviation (SP’s): In the context of the escalating tension on 
the Western borders over the recent developments in Jammu 
and Kashmir, what in your assessment is the possibility of a full-
scale war with Pakistan? 
Chief of the Air Staff (CAS): This rhetoric is ratcheted up by the 
Pakistani political set up. With respect to the Western adversary 
we are ready for responding to any development.

SP’s: China has been progressively enhancing the capability 
of the PLAAF to undertake offensive air operations from bases 
in Tibet. In your perception, how serious is the threat to our 
national security and what steps are being taken to prepare the 
Indian Air Force (IAF) to cope with this emerging challenge? 
CAS: We are aware of the developments and have taken neces-
sary steps.

SP’s: What lessons has the IAF learnt in 
the air strike at Balakot and the conflict 
with the Pakistan Air Force thereafter 
especially in respect of the need for mod-
ernisation of the IAF? 
CAS: The IAF has the capability, which 
was demonstrated during and posts 
Balakot strikes. Modernisation is an 
ongoing process of developing technol-
ogy and enhancing capabilities of air-
craft and weapons. As a responsible 
and professional service, there is a need 
to stay ahead of the curve. In the con-
text of India’s neighbourhood we have 

planned the procurement and induction of Tejas, Rafale, S-400, 
BrahMos and other such equipment.

SP’s: Response to the Request for Information for 114 fourth-
generation combat aircraft was received from six global aero-
space majors in July 2018. What currently is the status of the 
project and in what time frame can the nation expect this 
effort to procure combat aircraft be translated into reality? 
CAS: The responses to the RFI have been received. The procure-
ment process would be progressed under provisions of DPP-2016. 
IAF intends to induct 15 per cent of the total aircraft in a direct fly 
away condition which would kick start the induction in a shorter 
time frame. Transfer of Technology and ‘Make in India’ are big fac-
tors under which the OEM has to manufacture the fighters in India. 
The OEM will also be required to share identified technologies 
that would aid in indigenous design and development of fighter 

aircraft. The procurement and timelines 
would be as per the process elaborated for 
strategic partnership model of DPP-2016.

SP’s: How would the appointment of the 
Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) enhance 
the efficiency and the operational 
potential of the Indian armed forces? In 
what time frame do you expect the acti-
vation of the post of the CDS? 
CAS: The government has announced the 
appointment of the CDS. The responsibili-
ties and time frame will be known once 
the road map has been worked out. SP

Transfer of 
Technology and 

Make in India are 
big factors under 

which the OEM has 
to manufacture the 

fighters in India.
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IAF bAsks In post-
bAlAkot lImelIght

The IAF Chief expressed commitment to the ‘Make in India’ agenda with the 
acknowledgement that “to achieve true strategic autonomy, we need to focus on indigenous 

design and manufacturing”

By Vishal Thapar

the indian air Force (iaF) celebrated its post-Balakot 
emergence as a cross-border counter-insurgency strike force 
and the premier instrument of hard national power in a no war 
no peace scenario at its 87th Raising Day Parade and Flypast at 
the Hindon airbase on the outskirts of Delhi.

In over three-decades of the unrelenting proxy war against 
India, the IAF was kept on the margins, restricted to passive 
air maintenance for ground troops waging largely defensive 
operations. The February 26 air strike on the Jaish-e-Moham-
mad terrorist training camp at Balakot in Pakistan changed all 
that, and the IAF has grabbed the opportunity with alacrity and 
intent to deliver the coup de gras. 

The new Chief of Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal R.K.S. Bhadau-
ria shared the elation of his force but was quick to acknowledge 
that this turning point also places exceptional responsibility and 
expectation on the IAF to dominate the escalation ladder.

“The strategic relevance of this (the Balakot strike) is the 
resolve of the political leadership to punish the perpetrators of ter-
rorism and the capability of IAF to execute a strike inside Pakistan. 
This has been a major shift in the Govt’s way of handling terrorist 
attacks. We must always be ready to respond to any contingency. 
To ensure operational success in all future operations, we need a 
high serviceability of combat equipment and exceptional training 
standards,” he stated in his written message for Air Force Day. 

Air Chief MArshAl rAkesh kuMAr singh BhAdAuriA, indiAn Air forCe Chief, inspeCts the iAf Contingent during the 87th indiAn Air forCe dAy 
pArAde At hindon Air forCe stAtion on oCtoBer 8, 2019.
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The message was replicated in his address at the Air Force 
Day Parade. “It is extremely important that we are always vigi-
lant and alert to the existing sub-conventional threat. In the year 
gone by, the Indian Air Force has demonstrated its resolve and 
capability in punching the perpetrators of terrorism and we need 
to be ever prepared to meet any contingency that challenges the 
defence of our country,” Air Chief Marshal Bhadauria remarked.

“We acknowledge the contributions of all personnel of the 
commands involved, the stations and units, who silently and 
professionally contributed to the success of air strikes on the 
terrorist camp at Balakot earlier this year,” he added. 

The IAF wore the Balakot operation, and the thwarting of the 
Pakistan Air Force (PAF) retaliatory attack as a badge of pride. 
The flypast featured a new ‘Avenger’ formation comprising three 
Mirage 2000 and two Sukhoi-30MKI fighters which participated 
in the Balakot strike. The aircraft included the Su-30MKI with 
the call sign Avenger 1, which the PAF falsely claimed to have 
shot down in the post-Balakot aerial confrontation above the 
Naushera stretch of the Line of Control on February 27. 

The IAF sprung a surprise by announcing that the MiG-21 
Vic formation in the flypast – at the moment it was overhead 
– was led by Wing Commander Abhinandan Varthaman, the 
intrepid fighter pilot who captured national imagination by 
first shooting down a PAF F-16 in the LoC dogfight and then 
showing exceptional courage in Pakistani captivity. Wing Com-
mander Varthaman figures on the Independence Day gallantry 
medal awardees list with a Vir Chakra against his name. 

Abhinandan’s unit, 51 Squadron (MiG-21 Bisons) also 

received a Unit Citation by the Chief of Air Staff for its role in 
thwarting PAF’s massive retaliatory attack with 30 aircraft. 
Wing Commander Varthaman’s shooting down of an F-16 is the 
IAF’s first kill of an enemy fighter pilot after the 1971 War. It is 
also the first kill of an F-16 by a vintage MiG-21.

601 Signal Unit, which played a stellar fighter controller role 
in the skirmish, was also awarded a Unit citation. 

The IAF’s star ‘Wolfpack’ 9 Squadron of Mirage 2000 fight-
ers which crossed into heavily defended enemy airspace and 
dropped bombs on the Jaish terror camp with stunning pre-
cision in the wee hours of February 26 to signal the nation’s 
strategic shift in combat of terrorism was the most prominent 
Unit Citation awardee. 

The Air Chief also gave away 18 Vayu Sena Medals - five for 
gallantry - to cap a year of unprecedented limelight for the IAF. 

Newly inducted helicopters Apache and Chinook featured in 
the flypast and static display for the first time. The other maiden 
appearance was that of the Spyder Quick Reaction Surface-to-Air 
Missile imported from Israel to beef up defence of key air bases. 

Air Chief Marshal Bhadauria also made a mention of the 
IAF’S bold foray into the future with game changing new acqui-
sitions of the Rafale fighter and the S-400 missile system. He 
also expressed commitment to the ‘Make in India’ agenda with 
the acknowledgement that “to achieve true strategic autonomy, 
we need to focus on indigenous design and manufacturing”.

The impressive parade was commanded by Group Captain 
Atul Pathania, an AWACS pilot with 6,500 hours of flying to 
his credit. SP

Flying display at the iaF day celebrations (CloCkwise froM top left): the newly induCted Chinook; the reCently ACquired ApAChe; 
the Avenger forMAtion CoMprising of MirAge 2000 And su-30Mki; wing CoMMAnder ABhinAndAn vArthAMAn led the Mig-21 Bison viC 

forMAtion. he flew the AirCrAft in the Middle of this forMAtion.
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Pushing the 
Boundaries 
of human 
ingenuity 
and aviation

Captain Hamish Harding, Action Aviation Chairman and Mission Director for  
‘One More Orbit’ as well as one of the pilots on the mission, speaks about this  

record mission of circumnavigating the earth.

By Ayushee ChAudhAry

Business Aviation has been one of the most crucial 
sectors within the world of civil aviation and has been playing 
some of the following important roles:
•	 Helping	Corporate	Houses	achieve	Business	Goals	more	effi-

ciently;
•	 Supporting	the	Industries	to	transport	their	Key	Executives	

as	and	where	required;
•	 Enabling	 its	 own	 MRO	 industry	 with	 a	 sizable	 level	 of	

employment;
•	 Providing	 a	 dedicated	 mode	 of	 transport	 to	 State	 Heads	

globally;
•	 Offering	 a	 comfortable	 and	 convenient	 ride	 to	 those	who	

wish	to	avail	the	ultimate	luxury	in	travel.
July	 2019	 witnessed	 yet	 another	 milestone	 achieved	 by	

Business	Aviation.	A	mission	namely	‘One	More	Orbit’	had	kick-
started	commemorating	the	50	years	of	Apollo	11	mission.	This	
mission	 broke	 all	 the	 earlier	 round-the-world	 records	 of	 any	
aircraft,	flying	over	the	North	and	South	poles	in	about	46	hours	
in	 a	Qatar	 Executive’s	Gulfstream	G650ER.	 Such	 an	 achieve-
ment	and	the	milestone	has	further	enhanced		the	recognition	
and	uplifted	the	contribution	of	Business	Aviation.

SP’s Aviation (SP’s): What struck the idea for this mission – ‘one 
more orbit’ to achieve World Circumnavigation Speed Record 
and how & when did it all begin?
Captain Hamish Harding (Harding):	One	More	Orbit	had	been	
a	 dream	of	mine	 for	 the	 past	 five	 years.	 I	 fly	 the	Gulfstream	
G650	myself	and	I	always	thought	that	this	was	the	right	air-
craft	which	could	potentially	break	this	record.	By	partnering	
with	Qatar	Executive	and	astronaut	Terry	Virts,	we	managed	to	
finally	bring	that	dream	to	a	reality.

SP’s: It must have taken a lot to make all of this fall into place, 
would you like to share some of the key challenges?
Harding:	 Optimising	 the	 flight	 paths,	 fuel	 stops,	 potential	
weather	conditions,	making	contingency	plans	for	all	possibili-
ties	 and	potential	 threats	of	 failure,	while	 live	 streaming	and	
publicising	the	event,	was	a	challenge	that	required	the	skills	
and	talent	of	nearly	200	people	across	the	planet	for	solutions.

It	was	a	massive	team	effort	from	my	staff	at	Action	Avia-
tion,	our	numerous	sponsors	and	the	One	More	Orbit	support-
ers.	The	Qatar	Executive	team	alone	dedicated	a	team	of	nearly	
100	employees	to	help	ensure	that	our	mission	was	a	success.	

CaPtain HamiSH Harding, Action AviAtion chAirmAn And 
mission director for one more orbit
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(left)  flight trAcking of one more orbit mission. gulfstreAm g650er Achieved the fAstest circumnAvigAtion of eArth viA both Poles; 
(right) cAPtAin hAmish hArding with QAtAr AirwAys grouP chief executive, AkbAr Al bAker.

In	addition	 to	 that	we	had	 the	help	of	 the	 teams	 from	Space	
Florida	and	NASA,	alongside	Untitled	Inc.,	which	is	producing	
the	documentary	about	our	mission.

SP’s: On what basis was the crew selected?
Harding:	 In	 partnering	 with	 Qatar	 Executive,	 we	 knew	 we	
would	 have	 an	 amazing	 team	 of	 pilots	 and	 crew	 at	 the	mis-
sion’s	disposal.	They	chose	their	three	most	experienced	G650	
captains	 and	 I	was	honoured	 to	be	 the	 fourth	 captain.	Qatar	
Executive	also	selected	a	flight	attendant	and	an	engineer	who	
could	support	 the	team	on	the	 flight	based	on	their	extensive	
experience	on	G650s	and	who	had	the	right	personality	to	work	
as	a	tightly	meshed	team.	The	remain-
ing	 team	 members,	 including	 former	
US	 astronaut	 Terry	 Virts	 and	 Russian	
cosmonaut	 Gennady	 Padalka,	 were	
selected as mission directors based 
on	 their	 compelling	 backgrounds	with	
space	 flight	 and	general	 experience	 in	
aviation.	Our	live	stream	operator,	Jan-
nicke	 Mikkelson	 was	 chosen	 for	 her	
background	in	technology	and	film,	and	
her	 ability	 to	 ensure	 we	 were	 able	 to	
have	 live	 feed	 to	 share	with	our	audi-
ence	throughout	the	mission.

SP’s: And how were the stops finalised?
Harding:	 Our	 stops	 in	 Kazakhstan,	
Mauritius	and	Chile	were	chosen	as	the	

best	geographic	locations	in	the	world	to	provide	four	as	equal	
and	direct	as	possible	sectors	around	the	planet,	so	as	to	save	
as	much	time	as	possible	off	the	flight	time	in	order	to	beat	the	
world	record.

SP’s: Can you elaborate on the name: ‘one more orbit’?
Harding:	Our	mission,	titled	One	More	Orbit,	pays	homage	to	
the	Apollo	11	moon	landing	achievement,	by	highlighting	how	
humans	push	the	boundaries	of	aeronautics.	We	did	this	during	
the	50th	anniversary	celebrations	of	the	Apollo	11	moon	landing	
and	the	500th	anniversary	of	man	first	circling	the	planet.	The	
Astronauts	on	board	One	More	Orbit	had	in	some	cases	gone	

round	the	earth	 in	many	 thousands	of	
space	orbits	 –	but	 this	one	extra	orbit	
was rather special!

SP’s: Was there any point during the 
journey when the adrenaline rush went 
down? (Not due to fatigue but did some 
other challenge or a moment of doubt 
come up in the flight?)
Harding:	 It	 was	 a	 dazzling,	 but	
exhausting	 mission	 for	 all	 involved.	
However,	 the	 intensity	 of	 excitement	
and	our	drive	to	beat	the	record	kept	
our	 adrenaline	 levels	 high	 for	 day	
after	 day	 of	 prep	 and	 the	 flight.	We	
all	 tried	to	get	a	 few	critical	hours	of	
sleep,	 but	 the	 mission	 really	 needed	

“Our mission, titled 
One More Orbit, 
pays homage to 

the Apollo 11 moon 
landing achievement, 

by highlighting 
how humans push 
the boundaries of 

aeronautics”
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our	 undivided	 attention,	 so	 I	 can’t	 say	 the	 rush	 ever	went	
down.	In	the	end	we	did	not	achieve	much	sleep	during	the	
48	hour	mission.

SP’s: Was the date deliberately chosen only as a tribute to 
Apollo 11? Did it ever cross your mind that Apollo 11’s 50 years 
celebrations might overpower this date for future as a major 
memory/celebration?
Harding:	The	date	and	record	were	set	to	be	accomplished	dur-
ing	the	50th	anniversary	celebrations	of	
the	Apollo	11	moon	landing,	as	a	tribute	
to	the	past,	present,	and	future	of	space	
exploration.	We	were	not	concerned	with	
overshadowing	 from	 the	 historic	Apollo	
11	 mission,	 with	 two	 well-known	 for-
mer	astronauts	on	board,	we	wanted	 to	
commemorate	 the	anniversary	with	our	
own	 tribute.	We	 hope	 that	 our	 mission	
inspires	others	to	do	similar	adventures.

SP’s: You talk about Apollo mission being 
a global celebration even though it was 
done by NASA. Why do you feel this (‘one 
more orbit’) is a global achievement or a 
global celebration?
Harding:	 NASA	 played	 a	 huge	 role	
in	 making	 this	 mission	 come	 to	 life,	
however,	 the	 One	 More	 Orbit	 mission	
wouldn’t	 have	 been	 possible	 without	

the	 leading	 sponsorship	 of	 Qatar	 Executive	 and	 Qatar	Air-
ways who are based in Doha, Qatar and fly daily all over 
the	world.	Because	of	 our	 appreciation	and	 respect	 for	 the	
Apollo	11	mission	that	made	strides	in	history	50	years	ago	
and	 originally	 launched	 from	Kennedy	Space	Center,	NASA	
and	Space	Florida	reciprocated	our	excitement	and	passion	
for	this	mission	and	opened	up	their	Shuttle	Landing	Facil-
ity	runway	for	us	to	use	for	the	start	and	finish	of	the	world	
record	attempt.

It	 has	 become	 a	 global	 achieve-
ment	due	to	how	the	mission	utilised	
the	skills	of	hundreds	of	talented	tech-
nicians and teams across the world 
and that it is a testament to what can 
be achieved when we come together, 
even with harsh deadlines and time 
zone	challenges.	Our	crew	alone	was	
from	across	the	globe	from	Denmark,	
UK,	 South	 Africa,	 Ukraine,	 Sweden,	
Qatar,	Australia,	USA,	etc.

SP’s: How do you think ‘one more orbit’ 
has pushed the boundaries of human 
ingenuity and aviation?
Harding:	We	established	a	new	world	
record	that	had	not	been	broken	since	
2008,	and	has	only	ever	been	held	by	
three	aircraft!	In	doing	so,	we	utilised	
the best aircraft for the attempt and 

“This mission may 
have not had the 

same results without 
the incredible 

Qatar Executive 
Gulfstream G650ER. 
It had an incredible 
performance being 

the fastest long-range 
business jet in the 

world.”

(left) ) stArfighter tf-104g-m AccomPAnies the gulfstreAm g650er; (right) the teAm of col. terry virts, col. gennAdy PAdAlkA 
And cAPtAin hAmish hArding
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brought	together	an	extraordinary	range	of	people	to	solve	the	
plethora	of	challenges	such	a	mission	involves.

SP’s: Was Qatar Executive Gulfstream G650ER business jet 
the obvious choice? Would you like to comment in detail, on 
G650ER?
Harding:	This	mission	may	have	not	had	the	same	results	with-
out	the	incredible	Qatar	Executive	Gulfstream	G650ER.	It	had	
an	 incredible	performance	being	 the	 fastest	 long-range	busi-
ness	jet	in	the	world.	With	a	speed	of	Mach	0.925	and	a	range	
of	7,500	nautical	miles	(14,000	km)	the	aircraft	was	ideal.

We	rigged	the	aircraft	with	10	cameras	and	loads	of	equip-
ment	to	do	a	world-first,	48-hour	livestream	from	the	aircraft.	
This	may	not	have	been	possible	had	we	used	a	different	air-
craft	without	the	latest	“Ka-Band”	broadband	Internet.

SP’s: How much percentage of the mission’s success was depen-
dent on the aircraft, according to you?
Harding:	50	per	cent	the	aircraft,	25	
per cent the planning and mission 
control	and	25	per	cent	the	team	on	
board.

SP’s: What do you think this mission 
says about the hidden capabilities in 
business aviation sector?
Harding:	 This	 mission	 proves	 that	
circumnavigating	 the	 planet	 in	 com-
fort	 and	 at	 great	 speed	 is	 possible.	
And	we	really	had	no	technical	prob-
lems	with	the	aircraft	in	42,000	km	of	
maximum	speed	flying	over	48	hours.

SP’s: What has been the role of F-104 
Starfighter during this mission?
Harding:	 The	 Gulfstream’s	 descent	
was	caught	on	film	by	a	chase	plane,	
the	 F-104.	 The	 Starfighter,	 with	
a	 camera	 person	 in	 the	 back	 seat	
filmed	 our	 descent	 from	 25,000	 ft	
to	 the	 landing:	 the	 supersonic	 F104	
Starfighter	was	one	of	the	few	planes	
fast	enough	to	intercept	us	in	the	air	
and	then	to	keep	up	with	us	in	a	max	
speed	descent.	The	camera	footage	of	the	descent	is	now	being	
used	in	a	Hollywood	documentary	movie	on	the	mission.

SP’s: How did you manage a video call from the aircraft, and also 
the live streaming?
Harding:	 The	 logistics	 of	 pulling	 this	 mission	 off,	 from	 a	
global	 broadcast	 standpoint,	 are	 outstanding.	A	 worldwide	
network	 of	 production	 talent	 and	 sponsors	made	 this	 pos-
sible	as	a	global	live	streaming	event	and	documentary.	With	
the	help	of	Satcom	Direct	and	Inmarsat,	for	providing	the	sat-
ellite	bandwidth	and	 live	 feed	 from	the	aircraft;	G-Technol-
ogy;	Action	Aviation;	LiveU	encoders,	and	Space	Florida.	Our	
in-flight	Live	Stream	Operator,	Jannicke	Mikkelsen,	played	a	
massive	role	 in	how	we	were	able	 to	achieve	such	 tremen-
dous	feat	of	being	the	first	in-flight	live	stream	feed	from	all	
round	the	earth.

SP’s: There was a tie up with Carbon underground as well  
to make the mission carbon negative. How that was made 
possible?

Harding:	We	wanted	to	demonstrate	how	businesses,	including	
airlines	and	corporations	 that	own,	 lease	or	 charter	business	
jets,	can	contribute	to	the	reduction	of	their	respective	carbon	
footprints.	In	order	to	achieve	this	in	our	mission,	we	calculated	
the	amount	of	fuel	that	the	flight	would	burn	and	the	amount	of	
carbon	emissions	that	would	be	released,	then	calculated	how	
much	topsoil	would	be	needed	to	counteract	that	carbon	impact	
in	order	to	offset.	We	then	made	a	contribution	to	The	Carbon	
Underground	 in	an	amount	 large	enough	 to	more	 than	cover	
the	cost	of	treating	that	amount	of	topsoil	making	our	mission	
not	just	carbon	neutral	but	carbon	negative.

SP’s: Indicate on the levels of reduction of emission that was 
achieved during this intense mission?
Harding:	We	 reduced	 our	 carbon	 emission	 to	 negative.	 Not	
even	just	neutral.	The	Carbon	Underground	has	taught	us	that	
the only way we can address the problem of global warming 

is	to	heal	the	planet’s	topsoil.	In	doing	
so	 we	 can	 ultimately	 REVERSE	 the	
problems	 of	 climate	 change.	 Please	
see	 www.thecarbonunderground.
com	 for	more	 information	about	 the	
way forward:

“Extensive	 scientific	 research	
from	around	the	world	has	emerged	
in	the	past	few	years	showing	us	the	
impact that soil health has on climate 
change.	 We	 are	 now	 learning	 how	
soil organic matter greatly affects the 
entire carbon cycle, and that how we 
manage	 farms,	 ranches,	and	natural	
wetlands and grasslands may provide 
the	key	to	solving	the	greatest	threat	
facing	 the	 planet.”	 —	 The	 Carbon	
Underground.

SP’s: Why do you feel that ‘one more 
orbit’ mission will also inspire young 
generation?
Harding:	We	want	this	flight	to	inspire	
the	younger	generation	to	be	willing	to	
dream	big.	Children	 from	around	 the	
world	were	watching	us	flying	a	fast	jet	
and,	 hopefully,	 they	 realised	 it’s	 pos-

sible	to	do	amazing	things	just	from	an	idea	I	had	5	years	ago.

SP’s: How does it feel to have broken two major records simul-
taneously and having received so many awards as recognition 
and appreciation? Has the feeling sunk in yet?
Harding:	 I’m	 still	 absorbing	 the	 thrill	 of	 having	 made	 this	
accomplishment.	 It’s	 been	 such	 a	whirlwind;	 I	 haven’t	 really	
had time yet to sit and smell the roses!

SP’s: Do you have any more of such exciting missions planned 
ahead?
Harding:	At	this	current	time,	I	am	hatching	a	plan	that	involves	
creating	 a	 new	 aviation	 world	 record	 involving	Antarctica.	 I	
can’t	say	anything	much	about	it	yet,	as	the	plans	must	remain	
confidential	for	the	time	being.	

For	now,	though,	I	am	going	to	embrace	and	relish	the	joy	
we’ve	 created	 in	 accomplishing	 our	 amazing	 feat.	 I	 look	 for-
ward to sharing a more in-depth showing of how we made this 
mission	flourish	 into	a	reality	with	our	One	More	Orbit	docu-
mentary	that	is	currently	in	post-production.	 SP
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Technology 
and 
performance 
leading The 
way!

Nicolas Robinson, Regional Vice President International Sales, Middle East and South Asia, 
Gulfstream talks to SP’s Aviation on why their aircraft are so popular and  

successful around the globe.

SP’s Aviation (SP’s): Can you indicate on what all factors are kept 
in mind when you design and manufacture a jet?
Nicolas Robinson (Robinson): Safety is the highest priority at 
Gulfstream. After we have ensured the safety of our aircraft, 
processes and manufacturing, we consider what our customers 
want most from their business jet, and that is speed, perfor-
mance and cabin comfort.

SP’s: What are the key features of the technologies that are 
involved in your business jets?
Robinson: Gulfstream invests heavily in research and develop-
ment to ensure we are bringing advanced safety technologies 
to our customers and the industry. The Symmetry Flight Deck 
on the G500 and G600 is the latest example. It features the first 
active control sidesticks in civil aviation, the most extensive use 
of touchscreen technology in a flight deck, the next generation 
of Gulfstream’s Enhanced Flight Vision System and a robust 
and highly redundant data concentration network, all of which 
reduce pilots’ workload and enhance safety.

SP’s: Recently G650ER has been interpreted as the fastest busi-
ness jet. What all has enabled this factor?

Robinson: Speed is a differentiator for Gulfstream, and with a 
maximum operating speed of Mach 0.925, the G650ER can fly 
farther, faster than any other business jet in the industry. This 
is achieved through advanced aerodynamics designed by Gulf-
stream engineers and high-powered yet fuel efficient engines. 
Gulfstream incorporated similar aerodynamics into the all-new 
G500 and G600, which share that maximum operating speed 
of Mach 0.925.

SP’s: The interiors and the windows, in particular, which enable 
panoramic view during the flight; seem to be one of the best 
in the industry. What all efforts go behind ensuring such ambi-
ence, comfort beyond the performance factor?
Robinson: Gulfstream’s panoramic windows are the largest in 
business aviation and suffuse the cabin with natural light. They 
are complemented by interior innovations to create the most 
comfortable cabin in business aviation, one that actually pro-
motes wellness and helps passengers arrive at their destinations 
rejuvenated and refreshed. These innovations include 100 per 
cent fresh air suffused every two minutes, a low cabin altitude 
and whisper-quiet sound levels. Passengers can work or rest well 
whether they are crossing the country or a hemisphere.

EXCLUSIVE
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SP’s: One of your statements is: the G650 family holds more than 
100 speed records, including the farthest, fastest business jet 
flight in history. How do you substantiate this?
Robinson: Gulfstream documents all speed records and sub-
mits them to the US. National Aeronautical Association (NAA) 
for approval. Once approved by the NAA, the records are sub-
mitted to the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale in Swit-
zerland for recognition as a world record.

In April, the G650ER flew from Singapore to Tucson, Ariz., 
at an average speed of 597 miles per hour/960 kilometres per 
hour over a distance of 8,379 nautical miles/15,518 kilometres. 
This feat beat a previous speed record by 44 minutes and more 
than 225 nm/417 km and remains unbeaten.

SP’s: Your G650ER was involved in the recently held mission: 
One More Orbit which coincided with the 50 years’ celebration 
of Apollo 11. How do you perceive this 
mission and the engagement of G650 
ER with the same?
Robinson: Gulfstream was excited 
about One More Orbit’s mission and 
not at all surprised to see the aircraft 
do what it set out to do. If any business 
jet can accomplish that mission, it’s the 
Gulfstream G650ER.

SP’s: Why do you call G280 an agile per-
former and “Super-Midsize”?
Robinson: The G280 is so agile thanks 
to its superb handling qualities. It has 
the highest thrust-to-weight ratio of any 
Gulfstream aircraft, which means it can 
reach high altitudes quickly and fly above 
weather and commercial aviation traffic; 
access short runways and hot and high-
altitude airports; and fly at a maximum 

speed of Mach 0.84. With its long range and spacious cabin, the 
G280 offers the performance capabilities and comfort of a large-
cabin aircraft with class-leading fuel efficiency of a super mid-
size. It can seat up to 10 and sleep up to five passengers.

SP’s: Which jet out of your fleet has been the most selling jet 
around the world? If you can give some complementing reasons 
for that as well?
Robinson: Gulfstream offers a carefully curated mix of aircraft 
sizes and performance capabilities to suit many different mis-
sion requirements, and, as a result, we have a healthy fleet mix 
around the world. In particular, the G650 and G650ER continue 
to see great demand; more than 380 G650 and G650ER aircraft 
are in service around the world. Gulfstream is also seeing wide-
spread interest in our newest aircraft, the G500 and G600. 

SP’s: What is the normal age of the  
business jets belonging to Gulfstream 
family?
Robinson: Gulfstream aircraft have 
quite a long life cycle, thanks to their 
great reliability, durability and Gulf-
stream’s worldwide Customer Sup-
port network. The stalwart G550, for 
example, entered service in 2003 and is 
still in production today. The aircraft is 
especially popular for special missions 
use with government and militaries 
around the world, in part because its 
reliability and performance capabilities 
present a great value. Reliability and 
durability have been Gulfstream pil-
lars from the company’s beginning, as 
evidenced by the Gulfstream I aircraft, 
which entered service in 1958 and are 
still flying today. SP
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SHOW REPORT  NBAA 2019

Amid historic fly-in using sustainable aviation fuel to major announcements, debut and a 
largescale focus on the future of business aviation through the innovation zone, NBAA-BACE 

concludes with significant occurrences panned throughout the show

Aimed At A SuStAinAble 
Future oF AviAtion

By Ayushee ChAudhAry

Yet another edition of the annual National Business 
Aviation Association (NBAA) Business Aviation Convention & 
Exhibition (NBAA-BACE) is over. Having taken place this year 
at the Las Vegas Convention Center and Henderson Executive 
Airport from October 22 to October 24, 2019, it was an ideal 
stop where the aviation enthusiasts, high flyers, forward think-
ers, established business aviation masters and young aviation 
entrepreneurs had gathered.

Being one of the most significant convention of the indus-
try, NBAA-BACE allows one to witness business aviation’s most 
important annual event, where participants have an unparal-

leled opportunity to view the latest business aircraft, products, 
technology, and services that the industry offers and know 
about some of the most crucial trade action.

NBAA-BACE 2019 through its several aspects, certainly set 
the tone for the business aviation industry’s way forward.

SuStainable Strengthening
The commitment of the business aviation industry to ensure a 
sustainable future was certainly seen as a focus at NBAA-BACE. 
From a historic fly-in of aircraft using sustainable aviation fuel 
(SAF) to high-profile education sessions about green technol-Ph
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ogy, the show highlighted the industry’s efforts to ensure a 
cleaner future.

As part of the convention’s aircraft display, civic and busi-
ness leaders welcomed the first-time availability of SAF at Hen-
derson Executive Airport (HND). The fuel is a non-fossil power 
source that can reduce aviation’s carbon lifecycle emissions by 
up to 80 per cent. Arranged by the NBAA and the General Avia-
tion Manufacturers Association (GAMA), the demonstration was 
a highlight of the show.

Before the show kick-started, one of the leading indepen-
dent global supplier of aviation fuel and services, Avfuel, pro-
vided SAF to transient business jets traveling to the conven-
tion in Las Vegas, in partnership with FBO Avflight at Salina 
Regional Airport (SLN) in Kansas. Being offered at Henderson 
Executive by World Fuel Services, four days of SAF availability 
at Avflight Salina commenced on October 17, 2019.
•	 World	Fuel	Services	announced	sustainability	initiatives	at	

the convention. World Fuel Services FBO and Flight Depart-
ment customers can now opt in for carbon neutral bulk fuel 
purchases.

•	 Avfuel	flew	its	own	sales	personnel	to	Las	Vegas	on	SAF	and	
will take them home too on the alternative fuel.

•	 Aircraft	 manufacturer,	 Dassault	Aviation	 also	 participated	
in the Sustainable Aviation Jet Fuel (SAJF) initiative held at 
NBAA-BACE 2019 to advocate the use of alternative fuels 
and aid the reduction of the industry’s carbon footprint.

•	 Fueled	 by	 SAF,	 Bombardier’s	 Challenger	 650,	 Challenger	
350,	 Global	 7500	 as	 well	 as	 the	 debuting	 Global	 6500	
touched down in Las Vegas, promoting the clean and effi-
cient jet fuel.

•	 The	 entire	 fleet	 of	 Gulfstream	Aerospace	 Corporation	 (the	
Gulfstream	 G650ER,	 Gulfstream	 G600,	 Gulfstream	 G500,	
Gulfstream	 G550	 and	 Gulfstream	 G280)	 too	 flew	 from	
Savannah to NBAA-BACE 2019, using SAF and carbon off-
sets, marking the manufacturing company’s first carbon 
neutral flights. Gulfstream has used SAF in daily operations 
for its corporate, demonstration, customer Support and 
flight	test	fleets	since	2016,	making	over	500	flights	on	SAF,	
totaling nearly 1 million nautical miles/1.9 million km and 
saving approximately 1,200 metric tonnes of CO2. In addi-
tion to using SAF at its Savannah headquarters, Gulfstream 
sells SAF to customers at its Long Beach, California, facility, 
where it is also used for all completions and delivery flights.

•	 The	complete	static	display	and	demonstrator	fleet	of	Embraer	
(Phenom	100EV,	Phenom	300E,	Praetor	500	and	Praetor	600	
business jets) also arrived at the show fueled by SAF.

•	 Honda	Aircraft	 Company	 too	 flew	 to	 the	 convention	pow-
ered by sustainable fuel.

today’S innovation, tomorrow’S Future
It has been well established that technological advancement 
and the investment in the same accompanied by innovation is 
transforming the business aviation industry, in fact it is recon-
structing the whole aviation picture in itself. The NBAA-BACE 
2019 was a powerful affirmation to the above statement.

The future of business aviation was unquestionably on 
display throughout 2019 NBAA-BACE, but it is still an intrigu-
ing subject for many. While there is curiosity, there are also 
doubts, and so a standing-room-only session was held at the 
NBAA-BACE Innovation Zone examining two emerging, game-
changing technologies – artificial intelligence (AI) and urban air 
mobility (UAM) – that will drive this future. Many more of such 
relevant and informative sessions and discussions were a part 
of the exhibition related to significant topics that will direct the 
future of the industry.

From the upcoming ideas to the buzzing technical innova-
tions and an incredible display of the futuristic Urban Air Mobil-
ity (UAM) along with the electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing 
(eVTOL) initiatives, the 2019 NBAA-BACE had it all.

Some of the peruse mockups and technology exhibits present 
at the Innovation Display Area of NBAA-BACE 2019 included:
•	 Airbus	–	Vahana
•	 Bell	–	Nexus	
•	 Boeing	Horizon	X
•	 Bye	Aerospace
•	 Honeywell
•	 Jaunt	Urban	Air	Mobility	–	ROSA
•	 Nexa	Advisors
•	 Uber	Elevate/SAFRAN
•	 XTI	–	TriFan	600

Supersonic aircraft (SST) have always held tremendous 
appeal for business aviation but there has been no certifica-
tion of any, viable supersonic business aircraft for decades now. 
However, agencies such as NASA and the FAA have worked for 
several years to pave the way for SSTs, with significant regu-
latory work and advanced research to address fundamental 

TRANSFORMING YOUR COMMUTE: (left) Bell- NeXus air taXi; (right) uBer elevate/safraN 
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On October 21, Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation formally 
announced Qatar airways as the launch customer for its recently 
introduced flagship, the gulfstream g700, for the airline’s charter 
service, Qatar executive.

in addition to Qatar executive’s recent orders of all-new gulf-
stream g500 and high-performing g650er aircraft, Qatar’s latest 
agreement with gulfstream is for the purchase of ten g700 aircraft. 
including six g650ers and five g500s, eleven gulfstream aircraft are 
currently in service with Qatar executive. the executive charter ser-
vice is already the first commercial the charter operator of the g500 
and also the world’s largest commercial operator of the g650er.

Powered by two rolls-royce Pearl 700 engines, the g700 can 
fly 7,500 nautical miles/13,890 km at Mach 0.85 or 6,400 nm/11,853 
km at Mach 0.90. rolls-royce’s Pearl 700 becomes the second 
member of the Pearl family and powers the brand new gulfstream 
g700, featuring the most advanced propulsion system in the busi-
ness aviation industry.

Being flaunted as business aviation’s largest cabin capable 
of flying farther and faster than any competitor in the business-jet 
industry, the g700 also features the gulfstream symmetry flight 
deck with the active control side sticks and the most extensive use 
of touch-screen technology in the industry.

claimed to be the tallest, widest and longest cabin in the indus-
try, the g700 cabin also offers an extra-large ultra-galley (than 10 
feet of counter space) with lounge or crew compartment, up to five 
living areas, a six-place dining or conference table, an extra-large 

refrigerator and a large, bespoke master bedroom with en suite 
master bath with a shower and wardrobe closet. an all-new, gulf-
stream-developed revolutionary circadian lighting system that can 
recreate sunrise and sunset across time zones is another highlight 
feature of this aircraft. the aircraft also promotes in-flight wellness 
with its 20 panoramic windows and the gulfstream cabin environ-
ment of 100 per cent fresh air, low cabin altitude, and whisper-quiet 
sound levels. there are many advanced technologies that come 
with the g700 to set a new standard in cabin comfort and design. 
with an expected debut in 2022, gulfstream’s new g700 will be 
capable of cruising at just under the speed of sound.

while unveiling the g700, gulfstream also made the announce-
ment of flexjet as its first North american fleet customer for the 
gulfstream g700. the aircraft will join flexjet’s growing fleet of 
gulfstream aircraft, including the gulfstream g650er, gulfstream 
g500, and gulfstream g450.

gulfstream is making an attempt to reclaim bragging rights as 
the builder of the world’s biggest private jet.

with the introduction of such a technologically advanced busi-
ness jet, gulfstream has taken the business aviation industry a 
notch higher and the choice of Qatar as the launch customer signi-
fies how a globally influential airline is fairly optimising the business 
aviation aspect and effectively integrating the same in the overall 
scheme of its business. SP

—By Ayushee Chaudhary

GulfSTREam iNTROducES iTS NEW flaGSHiP,  
aNNOuNcES QaTaR aS lauNcH cuSTOmER

Expected for a launch in 2022, the all-new Gulfstream G700 flaunts of the largest cabin in 
the business aviation industry
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obstacles to widespread adoption of the technology: noise, effi-
ciency and emissions. Several companies are now working to 
develop next-generation SSTs for business aviation uses, and a 
session at the 2019 NBAA-BACE looked at whether their time 
has finally come, or if it’s just more of the ‘same old hype.’

major announcementS & dealS
A get together of all the major as well as the prospective business 
industry names invites many major deals and announcements 
including changes in the organisational structures, agreements 
between companies, tie-ups, purchases and much more. Some 
of these that occurred during NBAA-BACE 2019 were:
•	 A	purchase	agreement	was	announced	by	one	of	the	leading	

global aerospace company, Embraer with Flexjet, a global 
leader in private jet travel. The deal comprises a fleet of 
Embraer business jets including the recently certified Prae-
tor jets and the Phenom 300.

•	 Flexjet	was	also	disclosed	as	the	first	North	American	fleet	
customer by Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation, a major 
aerospace manufacturer, for its new industry flagship, the 
Gulfstream G700.

•	 Gulfstream	had	 formally	announced	Qatar	Airways	as	 the	
launch customer for the Gulfstream G700.

•	 Rolls-Royce	partnered	with	General	Electric	(GE)	Aviation	to	
offer customers tip-to-tail connectivity solutions. The auto-
mobile maker, Rolls-Royce, also joined Bombardier Aero-
space to celebrate the official entry into service of the Global 
6500,	which	is	powered	by	the	automobile	company’s	Pearl	
15	engines.

•	 Global	manufacturer,	Bombardier,	declared	a	Preferred	Ser-
vice Provider (PSP) agreement with GE Aviation which will 
power Bombardier’s cockpit and cabin connectivity solu-
tions. This agreement marks the beginning of the launch 
of Bombardier’s comprehensive Smart Link Plus connected 
aircraft programme which is aimed at helping customers 
drive operations and maintenance decisions by leveraging 
fleet-wide data. GE Aviation is also working closely with 
Bombardier on the development of the Smart Link Plus box – 
a Health Monitoring Unit (HMU) “smart” box capable of gen-
erating key data for customers, enabling them to increase 
operational efficiency, and minimize return-to-service times 
through data-driven decisions.

•	 Bombardier	 made	 the	 announce-
ment of the continued expansion 
of its Smart Services offerings with 
the introduction of a new APU cost-
per-flight-hour add-on option for its 
flagship	 Global	 7500	 aircraft.	 This	
new option will provide customers 
with comprehensive cost coverage 
for the Safran SPU300 [BA] auxil-
iary power unit, including sched-
uled and unscheduled maintenance 
events on or off wing. The company 
also	announced	5,900	nautical	mile	
range	 for	 the	 Global	 5500	Aircraft,	
unlocking new destinations for cus-
tomers.

•	 Airbus	 Corporate	 Jets	 (ACJ)	 and	
Sabena technics signed a co-oper-
ation agreement in proposing self-
protection systems (SPSs) for Airbus 
corporate jets. The agreement was 
signed by Sabena technics Senior 

Vice president Sales and Business Development Daniel 
Soltani and ACJ President Benoit Defforge. Each SPS would 
combine an existing, state of the art, directional infra-red 
countermeasure (DIRCM) system with installation on an 
Airbus corporate jet. SPSs will initially be offered for the 
ACJ320 Family.

•	 The	 American	 multinational	 aerospace	 company,	 Boeing	
made an announcement about a VIP customer who pur-
chased the two ultra-long range 787-9 Dreamliner airplanes.

•	 Aircraft	 and	 service	 maker,	 Daher	 Group	 announced	 the	
acquisition	completion	of	the	Sandpoint,	Idaho-based	Quest	
Aircraft Company. This marked an important milestone 
in the French corporation’s growth of its North American 
operations.

Some Key induStry PlayerS at nbaa-bace 2019
•	 Dassault: In the speech delivered by Dassault Aviation’s 

Chairman & CEO Eric Trappier, he mentioned some organ-
isational changes and underscored recent developments in 
the defense area to underpin the growth of the company. He 
stated	the	recent	handing	over	of	the	first	of	36	Rafale	fight-
ers	to	the	Indian	Air	Force	and	the	expected	delivery	of	26	
units	this	year,	including	to	Qatar	and	Egypt.	Trappier	also	
talked about the company’s plan to have a larger role in the 
space sector. The company has lately started detail design 
studies for a reusable space transportation system, called 
Space Rider that will provide routine access and return from 
low	Earth	orbit.	The	Falcon	8X’s	 success	and	 the	 interest	
around	 the	 scheduled	 for	 service	 introduction,	 Falcon	 6X	
twinjet were also underlined. The three Falcons on display 
(an	ultra-long	range	Falcon	8X,	a	Falcon	900LX	and	a	Fal-
con 2000S) all flew to Las Vegas with a blend of SAJF and 
conventional Jet-A1 fuel.

•	 Bombardier: The global manufacturing company’s Global 
6500	aircraft	made	its	debut	on	static	display	at	the	NBAA-
BACE 2019. The aircraft recently received Transport Can-
ada certification and entered into service in September. 
Global	6500	aircraft	provides	a	stunning	redesigned	cabin	
with exclusive features that are innovative and luxurious. 
The lineup of Bombardier jets showcased at the convention 
included	the	industry	flagship	Global	7500	business	jet,	the	

Challenger	350	and	Challenger	650	air-
craft along with a full-size mock-up of 
the	new	Learjet	75	Liberty.
•	 Embraer: The recently-certified 
midsize	 Praetor	 500	 and	 super-mid-
size	 Praetor	 600	 business	 jets	 graced	
Embraer’s static display. They were 
accompanied by the entry-level Phenom 
100EV and light Phenom 300E as well 
as	 the	 Legacy	 650E,	 Lineage	 1000E.	
Interesting new concepts for the future 
of business aviation were also show-
cased by the company including the 
Pulse Concept at their presentation in 
the Innovation Zone.
•	 Daher: Daher’s latest member in its 
family of TBM very fast turboprop air-
craft – the TBM 940 was provided with 
the TBM 940 programme update and 
the company confirmed this high-end 
aircraft’s type certification by the US 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), 
the European Aviation Safety Agency 

One of the leading 
independent global 
supplier of aviation 
fuel and services, 

Avfuel, provided SAF 
to transient business 
jets traveling to the 
convention in Las 

Vegas, in partnership 
with FBO Avflight 
at Salina Regional 
Airport (SLN) in 

Kansas.
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(EASA), along the civil aviation authorities of Brazil, Canada 
and Japan.

•	 Boeing: Boeing presented live demonstrations of the latest 
version 2.0 of Flightdocs Aviall.com parts inventory (API) for 
customers to experience. This version is targeted for release 
in early 2020. Boeing’s partnership with Flightdocs was first 
announced at the 2018 NBAA-BACE. This is in line with Boe-
ing trying to build on its partnership with aviation software 
company Flightdocs that provides a comprehensive, fully 
integrated flight department management solution proven 
to eliminate inefficiencies, reduce costs, and increase aircraft 
uptime in a secure, reliable, cloud-based environment. At Boe-
ing’s	Horizon	X	stand,	 the	company	showcased	both	super-
sonic and hypersonic transports for the first time at NBAA. 

•	 Airbus: Airbus Corporate Jets (ACJ) and Airbus Corporate 
Helicopters	(ACH)	jointly	exhibited	an	ACJ319	and	ACH145	
at the show. ACJ and ACH are part of the only manufacturer 
to offer both corporate jets and helicopters, which are mar-
keted as Business Aviation by Airbus in a partnership which 
began in 2017. ACJ also launched the iflyACJ.com website, 
allowing VIP travellers to easily plan their world above the 
world travel with ACJ charter operators.

•	 Honda: A mockup of the first medevac configuration on the 
HondaJet Elite was exhibited by Honda Aircraft Company 
at the 2019 NBAA-BACE. The medevac configuration was 
installed on a HondaJet Elite owned by Wing Spirit, an air 

ambulance and charter company based in Hawaii. Con-
struction of a second FlightSafety International HondaJet 
Elite simulator have already started by the company which 
revealed that the second simulator will be located in Farn-
borough and is expected to begin operation in April 2020.

•	 Rolls-Royce: The new Pearl 700 engine that powers the 
just-announced Gulfstream G700 ultra-range business jet, 
was showcased by Rolls-Royce at the NBAA-BACE 2019. The 
engine combines the company’s Advance2 engine core tech-
nology, a new low-pressure system, and various design and 
material changes to deliver 8 per cent more takeoff thrust, a 
12	per	cent	better	thrust	to	weight	ratio,	3.5	per	cent	less	fuel	
burn,	and	5	per	cent	greater	efficiency.

•	 Pilatus: Swiss aerospace company, Pilatus Aircraft, unveiled 
one of the industry’s most versatile single-engine turboprop 
–	 the	PC-12	NGX.	The	brand-new	turboprop	embodies	an	
improved engine, smarter avionics and a completely rede-
signed cabin with larger windows, making this third gen-
eration of the PC-12 airframe the most advanced single-
engine turboprop. Building on the experience gathered from 
the worldwide PC-12 fleet of over 1,700 aircraft with more 
than seven million flight hours plus Pilatus industry-leading 
support,	the	new	PC-12	NGX	brings	the	latest	technology	to	
the turboprop market. Pilatus reported strong demand for 
the new aircraft and plans to begin customer deliveries by 
next year. SP

Michael aMalfitaNo (left), ceo of eMBraer eXecutive Jets, aNd Michael silvestro, ceo of fleXJet, celeBrate the deal
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Boasting of the most prominent business aviation players, the upcoming members, and the 
latest industry innovations and aircraft with emerging technologies, NBAA-BACE 2019 was 

every business aviation buff ’s one-shop stop

why the Show wAS A muSt-Attend

By Ayushee ChAudhAry

Whether you are someone who flies the plane, helps 
run the flight operations or just holds a passion or interest for 
aviation, the annual National Business Aviation Association 
(NBAA)’s Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (NBAA-
BACE) was one event that had something in store for everyone. 
Held this year at the Las Vegas Convention Center and Hen-
derson Executive Airport from October 22 to October 24, 2019, 
NBAA-BACE is regarded among the biggest business aviation 
convention in the world, the sheer size and magnitude of which 
in itself are sufficient to dazzle a visitor.

The 2019 NBAA-BACE was a perfect place to fire the imagina-
tion of the attendees, and let them have a look at the cutting-edge 
products, issues, and trends that will shape the future of busi-
ness aviation. As Chris Strong, NBAA’s senior vice president for 
conventions and membership remarked that everyone attending 
the show would have found something they’ve never seen before.

As the civic and business leaders bid adieu to the world’s larg-
est business aviation trade show in Las Vegas, here we pen down 
some reasons why NBAA-BACE 2019 was a must-attend event:

chance to connect
With around 2300 industry leaders and peers, you were assured 
to be in one of the most ideal business aviation environment 
that served as the ideal premier networking venue to help you 
construct some lifetime connections with people as passionate 
as yourself about aviation. NBAA-BACE 2019 also offered the 
ability to connect socially through Facebook, Twitter or Linke-
dIn for all those who registered.

SneaK PeaK into the Future
With several industry innovations and emerging technologies 
redefining the future of air transport, NBAA-BACE again pre-
sented dozens of compelling topics and education sessions in 
addition to featuring the latest innovative products and ser-
vices, allowing the visitors to witness tomorrow’s aviation pic-
ture today. A new component at the exhibition was the Urban 
Air Mobility (UAM) and Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Inno-
vation Display Area that fixates on dynamic, forward-looking 
technology. Through UAM, New Product Showcase, Future 

 full size caBiN MockuP of ultra wideBody falcoN 6X By dassault, a leader iN luXurious BusiNess Jets, oN disPlay
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Workforce, Sustainability, Artificial Intelligence, Electric Aircraft 
/ eVTOL, and sonic aircraft, NBAA had everything that could 
possibly be seen in the upcoming future of aviation. Products 
like	Bell’s	NEXUS,	Airbus’	Vahana	and	many	others	presented	
the exciting picture of upcoming air mobility.

ignite your inner innovation
NBAA-BACE hosted an Innovation Zone which made all the buzz 
through the multiple sessions aimed at future technologies like 
how remote-piloted unmanned aircraft will co-exist with the cur-
rent business aviation fleet, among others. This exhibition pre-
sented some of the most creative ideas that have entered, are 
ready to enter or are in the process of thinking and/or execution.

Product SPotlight
NBAA-BACE 2019 was an opportunity where you could closely 
examine the most renowned as well as the latest products and 
services from over 1,000 exhibitors. This edition of NBAA-BACE 
also brought a first of its kind New Product Showcase, a com-
prehensive presentation of business aviation’s newest and most 
distinct products as well as the many announcements about 
the same. The all-new Honeywell IntuVue RDR-7000 Weather 
Radar System and Lee Aerospace CoolView Aircraft Windows 
were among the products under the limelight.

Know the trade
A largescale gathering of such major as well as the prospective 
business industry names undoubtedly calls for many major deals 
and announcements including changes in the organisational 
structures, agreements between companies, tie-ups, purchases, 
new reveals, debuts, acquisitions, expansions and much more. 
The attendees of NBAA-BACE surely returned with an upper hand 
of information in the business aviation trade area. Gulfstream 
unveiling the G700 and announcing its launching customers; 
Bombardier’s	Global	6500	making	its	debut,	Embraer	and	Flexjet	
agreement were among some of the proceedings that stood out.

aircraFt diSPlay
From business jets to rotorcraft, over 100 aircraft were on dis-
play at the 2019 NBAA-BACE. Bringing together the world’s 
most cutting edge business aircraft in one venue, the exhibition 
allowed the business aircraft buyers and enthusiasts to assess 
and survey a wide range of aircraft options up close. Some of the 
aircraft that were seen at NBAA-BACE 2019 included the Air-
bus’ ACH130, ACJ319; Boeing Business Jets; Bombardier Global 
7500,	Global	6500,	Challenger	350	and	Challenger	650;	Dassault	
Falcon	900LX,	Falcon	2000S,	Falcon	8X;	Embraer	Executive	Jets	
Phenom	100,	Phenom	300,	Praetor	500,	Praetor	600;	Gulfstream	
G650ER,	 G600,	 G500,	 G550,	 G280;	 Cessna	 Caravan,	 King	Air	
350i,	Citation	M2,	Citation	CJ4,	and	many	others.	The	wide-rang-
ing display of pistons, helicopters, turbo-props, jets and future 
UAM/UAS aircraft was a perfect amalgamation of successful, lux-
urious, comfortable and technologically advanced designs.

FirSt-hand exPerience
At this year’s NBAA-BACE, the attendee didn’t just get to see 
some of the most iconic and the most advanced aviation aircraft 
at static display but also experienced being inside some of them 
through mock-up cabin showcases. While Bombardier planned 
a	full-size	interior	mock-up	of	its	latest	addition,	the	Learjet	75	
Liberty, Airbus presented a cabin mock-up of its helicopter too 
and Dassault exhibited a full cabin mock-up experience of its 
all-new	Falcon	6X,	deemed	to	be	the	tallest	and	widest	aircraft	
in business aviation.

diScuSSionS to direct the way
Prior to the show as well as during the NBAA-BACE 2019, there 
were	about	60	educational	opportunities	available	for	everyone	
who held an interest in aviation and was looking to enhance 
the horizon of his/her information. From NBAA-certified edu-
cational tracks and recurrent training to industry hot topics and 
insights from business aviation leaders, there was something to 
cater to everyone’s interest.

inSight From Some Prominent SPeaKerS
Attendees at the NBAA-BACE 2019 heard from a group of trail-
blazers in aviation, including the first female Air Force fighter 
pilot of the United States Air Force Major General Jeannie 
Leavitt; Uber Elevate CEO Eric Allison; NBAA president and 
CEO Ed Bolen; Yves Rossy, the first man to fly with a jet-pro-
pelled wearable wing; sports legend Magic Johnson, who kick-
started NBAA-BACE 2019 in celebratory, championship-style; 
internet visionary Sky Dayton; Pilot and Business Leader Ross 
Perot Junior and many others who left a lasting impact on the 
attendees through their stories, valuable input, and messages.

hiStoric Feature oF SuStainability
The convention strongly and clearly highlighted the commitment 
of the business aviation industry to ensure a sustainable future. 
As part of the convention’s aircraft display, the first-time avail-
ability of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) was welcomed at Hen-
derson Executive Airport (HND) and a historic fly-in of aircraft 
using SAF was witnessed. Arranged by the NBAA and the Gen-
eral Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA), the demonstra-
tion was a highlight of the show. From deliberations centered 
on the SAFs to exhibiting the role and usage of the fuel as well 
as high-profile education sessions about green technology, the 
show highlighted the industry’s efforts to ensure a cleaner future. 
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) like Embraer, Textron 
Aviation, and Dassault, along with some other private operators 
flew to the convention with the SAF, making a strong statement.

maKing way For the young ProFeSSionalS
At the annual Careers in Business Aviation Day at the NBAA-
BACE 2019, a perfect opportunity was laid for hundreds of high 
school students to first hand hear from aviation leaders and 
learn about the industry to transform their aviation inclination 
into a future career option. NBAA’s Business Aviation Top 40 
Under 40 were recognised as well as a handful of the successful 
graduates were granted scholarships as way to attract young 
talent to the business aviation workforce.

Small oPerator SymPoSium
Issues facing small flight departments, typically defined as flight 
departments with one or two aircraft were highlighted during 
the second annual NBAA Small Operator Symposium held the 
day before NBAA-BACE. The interactive half-day event honed 
in on practical tips to increase efficiency while dealing with lim-
ited resources.

maintenance and oPerationS
There were sessions at NBAA-BACE 2019 around a variety of 
maintenance and operations subjects as well, featuring the lat-
est updates on the technical front from manufacturers including 
Bombardier, Dassault Falcon, Gulfstream, Honeywell, Pratt & 
Whitney, Daher and many more. These sessions were a huge 
benefit for maintenance professionals looking for some techni-
cal education with live demonstrations harnessed towards spe-
cific aircraft products and services. SP
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at Dubai airshow 2019 rosoboronexport (part of the 
Rostec State Corporation) will present the latest Russian sys-
tems for combating unmanned aerial vehicles and other air 
attack weapons.

"The widespread use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) 
presents new security challenges. Rostec enterprises produce 
a wide range of modern hard- and soft-kill counter-drone sys-
tems. The hard-kill systems include effective air defense sys-
tems, such as the Pantsir family of anti-aircraft missile/gun sys-
tems, the Sosna SAM system, the Igla and Verba man-portable 
air defense missile systems, etc. The soft-kill systems encom-
pass electronic warfare (EW) systems capable of countering 
individual UAVs as well as providing comprehensive protec-
tion for transport hubs, industrial, military and other critical 
facilities. Among them are the Sapsan-Bekas, Ataka-DBS, and 
Solyaris-N, Pischal-PRO, Taran-PRO and other systems," said 
Rostec CEO Sergei Chemezov.

Today, the Middle East arms market is essential to the Rus-
sian defense industry. The countries of this region traditionally 
equip their armies with the most advanced types of weapons 
and military equipment, paying great attention to Russian sys-
tems, including those that are in use in Iraq, Syria.

“Recent events in the world have shown that the effec-
tive fight against reconnaissance and strike UAVs, as well as 
other air attack weapons is becoming increasingly important 
to ensure the protection of high-priority facilities, including 
strategic transport hubs and infrastructure of major oil/gas and 
nuclear power companies. In fact, the formation of a new niche 
in the global arms market, the counter-drone market, whose 
capacity is estimated at billions of dollars, is being finalized. 
In this regard, at Dubai Airshow, we will not only discuss with 

our Arab partners the implementation of existing contracts but 
will also hold talks on the latest Russian counter-UAV systems, 
highlighting them as a distinct area of work,” said Rosoboronex-
port’s Director General Alexander Mikheev.

At Dubai Airshow  Rosoboronexport will traditionally act as 
the organizer of Russia’s single display. Among the displayed air 
defense systems, the S-400 air defense missile system, Pantsir-
S1 (S1M) anti-aircraft missile/gun system, Buk- and Tor-series 
SAM systems, Igla-S and Verba MANPADS, electronic warfare 
systems like the Repellent for countering small-sized UAVs and 
others are expected to attract special attention.

“Rosoboronexport offers foreign partners the supply of all 
types of Russian AD and EW equipment, as well as the for-
mation of a single layered and automated AD grouping, which 
will include also the air defense assets already available to the 
customer State. We build all required infrastructure on the 
territory of the purchasing country, including service centers. 
Through a comprehensive approach and the highest possible 
adaptability of Russian proposals, Rosoboronexport has sup-
plied foreign countries with Russian AD and EW equipment 
worth over $25 billion since 2000, and Russia’s exports in this 
segment have increased 4-5 times over the past 10 years,” 
Alexander Mikheev said.

Russia's military-technical cooperation with the Middle East 
countries has a very long history. Today, Russia continues to 
develop and maintain existing ties. Weapons under the "Made 
in Russia" brand have proven effective and reliable in the chal-
lenging climatic conditions of the region, including in the course 
of actual hostilities. Global and local demand for Russian weap-
ons continues to grow, including in such niches as safeguarding 
state and infrastructure security. SP

RosoboRonexpoRt to showcase 
Russian counteR-uaV equipment 

at Dubai aiRshow 2019

counter-uAV equipment: (Left) PISCHAL-PRO; (RIgHt) SAPSAn-BekAS.
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Women piloting combat jets is nothing remarkable 
nowadays. But things were different in 1974 when Rosemary 
Mariner became one of the first women to earn wings as 
United States Naval Aviators. She went on to become the first 
US female aviator in history to fly a fighter jet. And braving 
obstacles at every stage, she also became the first woman to 
command an operational squadron. Throughout her life, she 
was a passionate advocate of equal rights for women and for 
their integration in combat aviation. However, she knew that 
women would be fully accepted only if they took the same 
risks as men. Hence her advocacy was not restricted to words. 
By her competence, she demonstrated the absurdity of exclud-
ing half the population from any field where talent and skill 
are essential.

Rosemary Bryant was born into a military family on April 
2, 1953, in Harlingen, Texas. Her mother was a nurse in the 
US Navy and her father served in the US Army Air Corps dur-
ing World War II. He also served as a combat pilot in the US Air 
Force during the Korean War. Rosemary barely got to know 
her father since he died in a plane crash on March 20, 1956, 
when she was three. Undeterred, she developed a keen inter-
est in flying, especially military aviation. She did not consider 
any job – including washing aircraft – as too humble to earn 
money for flying lessons. At the age of 17, she was awarded 
her private pilot’s licence. She also earned the flight engineer 
rating before joining the Navy. Women were not allowed to 
fly US military aircraft, but she became the first woman to 
graduate from the newly-created aeronautical programme at 
Purdue University in 1972.

A year later, as feminism swept across the US and one 
male bastion after another began to crumble, the US Navy 
finally opened up flight training to women. Thereafter, Rose-
mary’s progress was rapid. In 1973 she was selected as one of 
the first eight women to undergo pilot training in the US Navy. 
Finally six women were awarded their wings and Rosemary 
was among them. In 1974, she became one of the first female 
aviators to fly a tactical strike aircraft – a single seat A-4E/L 
Skyhawk. And in 1976 she converted to the A-7E Corsair II, 
becoming the first woman to fly a front-line strike jet.

It is perhaps the dream of every naval officer to serve 
aboard an aircraft carrier and in 1982, Rosemary Mariner 

became a surface warfare officer aboard the USS Lexington 
– the first female aviator assigned to an aircraft carrier. In 
1990, she became the first woman to command a US Navy 
aviation squadron – the Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron 
Thirty Four (VAQ-34), flying the EA-6B Prowler. In 1991, she 
participated in Operation Desert Storm in command of the 
same squadron.

She was President of the Women Military Aviators from 
1991 to 1993 and used the post to good effect to organise other 
female pilots. As she later explained, “We would get together 
and if we thought something was unfair – they wouldn’t let a 
women land on a ship, for example – we would write a let-
ter up the chain of command and put it on the record that 
we wanted that changed”. However, she was not promoted 
to Captain because of restrictions on women flying combat 
missions. In April 1993, when these restrictions were finally 
removed, Mariner was one of the first female aviators selected 
for promotion to Captain in the US Navy. As she always main-
tained, “In modern warfare, the emphasis is not on physical 
strength, but on brain power operating sophisticated weapons 
systems. A machine gun is a great equaliser.” She thus showed 
the way for many other women to follow.

Her last military assignment was Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff’s Professor of Military Studies at the National 
War College. By the time she retired in 1997, having com-
pleted 24 years of military service, she was a veteran of 
naval aviation. She had seen 17 carrier deployments and 
logged over 3,500 flight hours in fifteen different aircraft of 
the US Navy.

But Captain Rosemary Mariner’s final battle was yet to 
come. In 2014 she was diagnosed with ovarian cancer and 
given a few months to live. However, she fought the disease 
with all the willpower at her command. She finally succumbed 
on January 24, 2019, with her husband of 39 years, retired 
Commander Tommy Mariner at her bedside. At her funeral, 
the US Navy paid her a special tribute by conducting an all-
female flypast for the first time. The four F/A-18 Hornet jets 
performed the “Missing Man” formation over the cemetery, a 
recognition otherwise reserved for four-star Admirals. SP

— Joseph NoroNha

RosemaRy BRyant maRineR  
(1953 - 2019)

In modern warfare, the emphasis is not on physical strength, but on 
brain power operating sophisticated weapons systems
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Around 20,000 employees of Hindustan Aeronautics 
Limited (HAL) had gone on an indefinite strike which the man-
agement described as “Illegal”. However, following a court 
order on October 22, 2019, the employees had to terminate the 
strike and rejoin duty wef October 23, 2019.

Created on October 1, 1964, through the amalgamation of 
two companies i.e. Hindustan Aircraft Limited and Aeronautics 
India Limited, today, HAL, a Defence Public Sector Undertaking 
(DPSU), is one of the largest aerospace companies in Asia and 
a major player in the Indian aerospace and defence industry. 
It has infrastructure for manufacturing in the aerospace seg-
ment in nine locations and has three Research and Develop-
ment (R&D) centres across the country. With more than 32,000 
employees on its rolls at present, in the financial year 2018-19, 
this state-owned DPSU recorded a turnover of `19,400 crore. 
With its vast infrastructure, experience in manufacturing air-
craft and skilled manpower, HAL undoubtedly, has the potential 
to play a major role in the nation’s drive at indigenisation in the 
aerospace segment of the defence industry.

The root cause of the strike appears to be the failure of 
efforts by the trade unions and the management to resolve 
the deadlock over the issue of revision of wages. Surprisingly, 
this stalemate has been reached despite 11 rounds of dia-
logue. The unions have demanded a wage revision to be on 
a par with that given to the executives who were privileged 
to receive a hike in salary by of 35 per cent and a 110 to 140 
per cent enhancement in perks in the last pay revision. The 
wage revision which takes place every five years has been due 
for the employees since January 1, 2017, as the previous two 
revisions were in the years 2012 and 2007. In this round of 
wage revision, the offer by the management was pitched at a 
significantly lower figure that was not acceptable to the trade 
unions. Claims by the management that the finances of the 
company were not in a healthy state, were not accepted by 
the representatives of the trade unions engaged in the nego-
tiations for wage revision. Their argument was based on the 
fact that the company was rather liberal when it came to revi-
sion of salaries and perks in respect of the executives of the 
company, but the management was quite prepared to com-
promise the interests of the employees. The company, on the 
other hand, found no justification and rationale in the demand 
of the trade unions to extend the benefits to be on a par with 

or even higher than those sanctioned for the executives. The 
management claimed that the employees were offered the best 
package revision and termed the strike as illegal, unjustified 
and totally unwarranted. Even the government officials in the 
Department of Labour had advised the leaders of the trade 
unions to find an amicable solution to the dispute and not to 
resort to agitation in any form or go on strike. Unfortunately, 
this advice was ignored and the trade union leaders displayed 
scant regard for national security interests as also for the rep-
utation and well being of the organisation they serve in espe-
cially as it has been classified as Defence Establishment under 
Public Utility Service.

The impact of a strike by the employees of HAL on the 
Indian aerospace industry will depend largely on how long the 
strike lasts. What was particularly disconcerting in this case 
was that the strike was classified as “indefinite” and hence one 
did not know or could predict as to how long the Indian aero-
space industry would remain paralysed. If the strike had contin-
ued for a long duration, it could have had serious implications 
for the Indian Armed Forces that depend on the organisation 
for aviation hardware as well as its maintenance and the supply 
of spares to keep military aviation assets operational. It would 
have also been a setback for not only the ongoing projects such 
as the light combat aircraft (LCA) Tejas Mk I as well as the LCA 
Mk IA, the light combat helicopter (LCH) and the HTT-40 basic 
trainer aircraft; but also for new projects such as the develop-
ment of the LCA Mk II, the Intermediate Jet Trainer, co-produc-
tion of the Ka-226 Kamov light helicopters and development of 
the Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA), a fifth genera-
tion combat platform, the requirement for which will be critical 
for the Indian Air Force (IAF) in the years to come. 

Quite ironically, a day after the strike commenced, Chief 
of the Army Staff, General Bipin Rawat, while speaking at the 
41st Directors Conference at the Defence Research and Devel-
opment Organisation, said that that the organisation has made 
strides in ensuring that requirement of the country’s defence 
services are met through home-grown solutions, adding that 
the next war will be fought and won through indigenised weap-
ons systems and equipment. What needs to be understood 
is that an indefinite strike by HAL employees will not only 
undermine the Indian aerospace industry, but will impinge on 
national security as well. SP

What needs to be understood is that events like an 
indefinite strike by HAL employees may not only 
undermine the Indian aerospace industry, but will 
impinge on national security as well

By air marshal b.K. PaNDEY (rEtD)
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